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Remember to check out our trenching and grapple attachments.
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Demand the best and
most durable auger

attachments for today
and tomorrow...LOWE ®
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MADE IN USA

LOWE® has a worldwide reputation for productive, durable products that perform day after
day, job after job.

Because of quality components, welding, and overall design, LOWE® augers will impress
you over any competition.  Exceptional efficiency and full-flow lubrication result in cooler
operation, more durability, and less sensitivity to oil contamination.

LOWE® augers are so well designed that only two hydraulic lines are required.  No third
case drain line is ever needed.

Remember, without a high performance, durable attachment, your equipment is doing less
than it should.  You owe it to yourself to find out why LOWE® is the way to go. 
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Auger Attachments



Productive, Durable, Value®

New A-Series
Auger Drive Units:
All American components.

Oversized gearboxes, a full-length housing, and
premium motors all give maximum performance
and dependability.

The compact in-line design and protected hose
routing allow vertical holes in tight conditions.

Compare the A series with any competitor.  In
this case, it is true: If it looks right, it is right.

Classic Series
Auger Drive Units:
New durability and performance levels,
all with the traditional LOWE® look.

Ultra reliable LOWE® hydraulic motors,
solid unit structures, heat-treated alloy shafts,
and an even heavier duty reduction drive
are standard.

Balanced alignment means it is easier to drill
a vertical hole.  The protected hose routing
minimizes component damage.

Productive, even more durable, and an
incredible value.
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Model

750 Classic
1200 Classic
1650 Classic
2175 Classic

A-165
A-220
A-245
A-275
A-400

* Use maximum figure for intermittent use only.        ** For easier conditions only.
Suggestions and recommendations are subjective.  They are based upon limitations and decades of real-world experience.

      Suggested Flow

6-20 GPM (23-76 Lpm)
10-20 GPM (36-76 Lpm)
14-25 GPM (53-95 Lpm)
16-25 GPM (60-95 Lpm)
10-20 GPM (38-76 Lpm)
15-30 GPM (57-114 Lpm)*
20-30 GPM (76-114 Lpm)*
15-42 GPM (57-159 Lpm)
22-42 GPM (83-159 Lpm)

Rec. Max Auger Size

   24-inch (610mm)
   30-inch (762 mm)
   36-inch (914 mm)
   36-inch (914 mm)
   30-inch (762 mm)
   36-inch (914 mm)
   48-inch (1,219 mm)**
   36-inch (914 mm)
   48-inch (1,219 mm)

Safe and easy
carry position

Easy hose routing
provides safe and

dependable operation


